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It is in times of societal threat, such as during the 
present crisis caused by the spread of COVID-19, that 
social reproduction acquires a special salience as people 
reconnect with their roots and reflect on their core social 
identities. This is why governments all over the world have 
supported people seeking to return to their home countries 
or homelands to be with their families. In South Africa, 
increased movement between urban and rural areas has 
caused tension during the stringent lockdown imposed by 
the government.

Many South Africans do not have only one home, but relate 
closely to two or more places — what has been called 
‘double-rootedness’. These often include a place in the city 
and at least one home in the countryside. People without 
a rural home, especially for their children, are often said 
to lack the means of acquiring an authentic black South 
African identity.

Many black South Africans still feel alienated and vulnerable 
in South African cities, which made the hard lockdown in 
the early months of the pandemic problematic. Who has 
the right, people ask, to stop them from going home – 
especially in these trying times?

Law enforcement against the flow of translocality and 
circular migration has resulted in a war of words between 
regional governments, which are struggling to keep people 
confined to local cities and regions. The tensions between 
these authorities reveal that there are no institutional 
structures for the management of translocality and double-
rootedness in South Africa.

Migrant labour, translocality and people’s science
Lockdown, like development, has created territorial traps. It 
appears to be an obvious response to COVID-19 from the 
biomedical and classic market-economics perspectives. 
From the biomedical point of view, stopping people from 
moving represents a basic method for preventing the virus 
from spreading. Meanwhile, rational-choice economists 
assume that population movement is unidirectional as 
people logically leave areas of low economic opportunity, 
such as the former rural homelands, for the cities.

In contrast, those who pay close attention to the 
sociocultural aspects of economic theory and focus more 
on what people are doing, the so-called ‘substantivists’ in 
Polanyi’s framework, would have noticed that many people 
in the cities are gravitating to the rural areas. Rationalists 
would say that these people are moving because they 
realise that jobs will be scarce during the COVID-19 crisis, 
and there is more space for social distancing in rural areas.

However, we might interpret this movement differently. 
People are more likely to reflect on the social and cultural 
significance of home at this critical time, especially 

those who have essentially never been welcomed and 
given full citizenship in the city. They may reflect on 
questions of moral integrity and security, kinship and 
close-knit social relations, and cultural identity, as well as 
historical experiences of migration and threats to life and 
dignity posed by the spread of COVID-19 and lockdown 
restrictions.

The evidence from rural communities in the Eastern Cape 
suggests that many people from the cities have returned to 
their rural homes to be with their families at this dangerous 
time. They are apparently also catching up on customary 
ceremonies and rites that they might not have been able to 
perform earlier by virtue of long absences in the city.

Visits to the rural home are enabling people to re-centre 
their lives spiritually and culturally, and to reconnect their 
families and children to their home places. In reflecting on 
this movement, it is important to note that those who have 
land and homes in rural areas have retained these, often 
at great cost to themselves and their families, as a form of 
resistance to colonialism and dispossession.

Holding on to these places, however remote they may 
be, has its own rationality. There is a logic to why people 
continue to ‘suffer for territory’ in the ways they do, and 
retain their connections with an ancestral home and 
culture. This includes holding on to ideas of an ‘old nation’, 
which have been rapidly pushed aside by new ways and 
social change in recent years.

In this context, home is a kind of heartland, a reference 
to a moral community. It is not an abstract place defined 
by Western science, a site for the spread of germs and 
disease, nor merely a spatial container of economic 
opportunities. In terms of the ‘people’s science’ of everyday 
life, home in South Africa is translocal and often stretched 
across space, to ensure that both survival and social 
reproduction remain possible in difficult times.

Consequently, economic and medical science alone will not 
be effective in managing the spread of COVID-19 in South 
Africa. Interventions must be able to connect with people’s 
own practices of householding and their adaptations to 
challenges of everyday life.

Against this background, the apparent failure of the South 
African government to develop policies and programmes 
that are responsive and attuned to the promotion of 
a ‘people’s science’ and the persistent practice of 
translocality in the country lies at the heart of the current 
contestation among provinces over the movement of 
people.
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The worst part of being addicted is 
waking up in the morning needing a 
fix, says Sam*(30), who managed to 
stop smoking heroin during lockdown: 
“You crave, your stomach is cramping, 
you must smoke, you cannot do 
anything, you are just lam [paralysed]. 
You must smoke to feel normal again.” 

His challenge was particularly gruelling 
because until recently he was also 
homeless.

In May, he moved into a house in a 
Cape Town suburb to participate in a 
supportive housing programme, which 
the HSRC is helping Khulisa Social 
Solutions to evaluate.

Sam used to share the streets with 
about 8000 homeless Capetonians, 
but the true number is likely closer to 
10 000–15 000 in the metropole alone, 
says Jesse Laitinen, Khulisa’s strategic 
partnerships manager.

Khulisa’s Streetscapes project runs 
a community-based rehabilitation 
and reintegration programme for 
chronically homeless people in 
Cape Town. Most have lived on the 
streets for years or decades and 
also have substance use or mental-
health issues. Most shelters require 
abstinence, so they refuse to sleep 
there, says Laitinen. Being viewed as 
antisocial or criminal has contributed 
to their marginalisation. 
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During the day, Jody 
works in the Khulisa 
Streetscapes vegetable 
garden in Cape Town 
then skarrels after work 
to supplement her 
income before returning 
to her sleeping spot 
outside. “It’s cold, but 
I’m used to it. I am now 
11 years outside. We 
have blankets and throw 
cardboard [with a big 
piece of] plastic on top 
when it is raining.”
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HOME FIRST:

On a crisp June morning over two months after COVID-19 lockdown was 
announced, Cape Town was eerily quiet. Stripped of its bustling crowds of 
city workers and tourists, much of the movement on the streets was that of 
homeless people wrapped in their blankets and setting off for another day of 
skarreling — slang for their daily hustle for money. For some, the lockdown 
has kick-started new choices, partly because they found a place to call 
‘home’. Antoinette Oosthuizen reports on a housing project in the city that is 
being evaluated by the HSRC.

A starting point 
for the chronically  
homeless?
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Also, most shelters provide temporary 
housing, another reflection of the 
system not acknowledging urban 
poverty as a permanent aspect of 
city spaces. “It is a huge structural 
problem and we have to innovate 
around it. What we see as chaos 
— the drug users and ‘antisocial’ 
behaviour — is not chaos. It’s the new 
phase of how our cities are.” We have 
to start incorporating it instead of 
thinking that they can be shipped out, 
she says.

The Streetscapes project is informed 
by successes of the ‘housing first’ 
approach in the Northern Hemisphere. 
The principle is that people are better 
able to move forward to deal with 
their substance abuse and mental-
health challenges if first homed and 
then supported. The project is looking 
at how this approach can be adapted 
to the South African context.

Streetscapes has two houses, one in 
Kuils River and the other in Walmer 
Estate. Residents participate in 
supported employment programmes 
and receive psychosocial support. 
Services are aligned to harm 
reduction, which is client-driven. 
Instead of rigid abstinence-based 
goals, the programme aims to create 
empowering and non-judgemental 
relationships with residents, who are 
encouraged to set their own goals.

The importance of choice
In Sam’s case, having a home and 
a job at the Streetscapes vegetable 
garden has given him a sense of 
purpose and the courage to tackle 
his addiction. “You don’t have to do 
anything when you wake up outside. 
You don’t have the courage to stand 
up ... you are feeling cold and hungry 
... then you must smoke and you must 
skarrel. But now I have got myself to 
stop. I have not been smoking for two 
months now.”

He hated arriving late at work because 
of needing to skarrel first to feed his 
habit, emphasising the fact that it was 
his decision to quit.

Laitinen buys methadone, an opioid 
maintenance therapy, from the private 
sector. It helps people to quit by 
reducing the side-effects of stopping. 

By June, Sam was in the process of 
weaning himself off the methadone 
too.

The new house is home – not only 
providing a roof over his head after 
years on the streets, but allowing 
residents to function as a household.

“We cook our own food, we wash our 
clothes and we take turns to clean the 
place. We watch TV ... in the morning, 
you get up and wash and go to work,” 
says Sam.

Belinda* (29) is from the Eastern Cape 
and has been working in the Khulisa 
vegetable garden for three years. She 
slept in night shelters until moving 
into the house in May.

“This is a house, not a shelter,” she 
says, describing the crowded shelter 
dormitories with little privacy and 
arguments between women stressed 
out by their circumstances or angered 
by a neighbour’s substance abuse or 
habit to steal. 

She learns a lot at the vegetable 
garden. “When there is a new person, 
I teach them. I love it here and plan to 
stay and work as much as I can.”

Jody* (29) stayed in the house for a 
month before returning to her spot 
in the Bo-Kaap, where she’d been 
sleeping outside for 11 years. 

“It’s just my circumstances. You see, 
my problem is because I use drugs, 
every day I need to smoke these 
drugs but I don’t have the money and 
things ... I don’t want to break the 
people’s hearts inside the house ... it 
is nice there and everything; they are 
living like a big family.”

She has tried methadone, but it did 

not work for her. She wants to stop 
using and says she will try again when 
she is ready. In the meantime, she 
will continue to skarrel and sleep in 
her old spot after her day’s work at the 
vegetable garden.

“All of us have our own decisions in 
life and make our own choices,” she 
adds.

Sam, Jody and Belinda agree that 
it is almost impossible for heavily 
substance-dependent people to 
sleep in traditional shelters, due to 
the curfews and strict abstinence 
rules. Going 12 hours without using is 
torture, and many users hustle to get 
enough money for their fixes long past 
the 20h00 curfews of shelters.

After returning to the streets during 
lockdown, Jody found hustling at 
traffic lights particularly lucrative.

“I never used to skarrel at the robots. 
… After work, I [would] go and beg to 
maintain my habit, but now, ever since 
the start of the lockdown, I started 
skarreling [at the robots] ... you get 
food by the robot, you get anything. I 
think some people have asked them 
to help the homeless people,” she 
says.

The HSRC support
Dr Donald Skinner, a research 
director in the HSRC’s Human and 
Social Capabilities division, says the 
homeless population constitutes 
one of the most vulnerable groups in 
society. “The HSRC has a history of 
research with the homeless and is 
amongst the few academic structures 
doing ongoing research in the area. 
This work began about 18 months 
ago and initially focused on Khulisa 

programmes. It is now broadening 
to other NGOs and state structures, 
including the Department of Social 
Development (DSD).”

The HSRC and Khulisa jointly 
developed the research methodology. 
The Khulisa staff collected most of 
the initial data and later the HSRC will 
conduct qualitative interviews with 
staff and beneficiaries.

“The HSRC will lead the data analysis, 
but the interpretation will be done 
jointly with the Khulisa team. Success 
will be determined by looking at the 
overall management and maintenance 
of the house, the health and well-
being of beneficiaries, their movement 
towards leaving the streets, and their 
success in bringing their substance 
use under control,” says Skinner.

With these small residential sites 
increasingly seen as an option for 
those wishing to transition from 
living on the streets, this will be an 
important study in understanding 
the dynamics in such houses, 
the usefulness and contribution 
of different programmes and the 
potential of this approach. This work 
will need to be seen in conjunction 
with research on similar interventions 
by other NGOs and the DSD.

*not their real names
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WE COOK OUR OWN 
FOOD, WE WASH OUR 
CLOTHES AND WE 
TAKE TURNS TO CLEAN 
THE PLACE.

Belinda turns the soil at the Khulisa 
Streetscapes vegetable garden where 
she has been working for a few years. 
She came from the Eastern Cape to 
Cape Town to look for a job. “There, it 
was so dry in the deep rural area, we 
didn’t have anything, no money ... the 
poverty was too much.”
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